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l. Introduction 
Recently a large number of papers have appeared dealing with extensions 
and generalizations of Bernstein polynomials in different directions. Thus 
Sz.Asz [9], MEYER-KONIG and ZELLER [7] deal with power series which 
have approximation properties similar to those of Bernstein polynomials. 
CHENEY and SHARMA [1] generalize the Meyer-Konig Zeller-operators 
further while JAKIMOVSKI and LEVIATAN [3], JAKIMOVSKI and RAMANUJAN 
[ 4] deal with families of generalized Bernstein polynomials and their 
relation to the moment problem. The recent results of SHAH and SuRYN-
ARAYANA [8] are also closely related. 
Our object here is to introduce (§ 2) a family of linear polynomial 
operators which generalize (and include as special case) the classical 
Bernstein polynomials and (§ 3) another family of linear power series 
operators which generalize the Szasz operator. We prove the approxi-
mation properties of these operators and indicate an application to 
summability of series. 
2. The Operators B~·a> (A<:;O, lX> -1) 
Let L~a>(t) denote the Laguerre polynomials of degree v, lX > - l. For a 
given function f(x) defined on [0, 1] and for A,;;;; 0, we define 
(2.1) 
The right side is a polynomial in x and for iX > - 1, A,;;;; 0 the coefficients 
oft(~) are non-negative, so that B~·a> is a sequence of positive operators. 
For .A.=O, they reduce to the Bernstein polynomials. We formulate 
Theorem 1. If f E 0[0, 1], then B~·a>(j; x) converges uniformly to 
f(x) in [0, 1]. 
For the proof of the theorem we shall need the following 
Lemma 1. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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For a given A.< 0, we have 
L~"'-*l> (A.) 
VnLJ:>(A.) =0(1) as n-+oo 
Proof of Lemma 1. We shall first list some of the known properties 
of Laguerre polynomials which we need (SzEGO [10] p. 100--101) 
If A.~n> (1 <;v<;n) are the zeros of L~"'> (A.) and {j.}:;" denotes the zeros of 
Ja(x), then [SZEGO [10] p. 126] 
(j./2)2 < ~n)' IX> -1, 
1X+1 
n+-2-
(2.7) 
and [WATSON [11] p. 506] 
(2.8) • ( IX 1) J. ,_, v+ 2 - 4 · :n; 
In order to prove the lemma, we have from (2.5) 
I L~"'-*l>(A.) I I L~"')'(A.) I n 1 L~"'>(A.) = LJ:>(A.) = v~l I AI + A~n) 
Vn { 1 } 
< -lA. I+! A.<n> 
v>)ln v 
This proves (2.2). Dividing (2.5) by n L~"'>(A.) and using (2.2), we obtain (2.3). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since for A..;;;;O, B~·"'> is a positive linear 
operator on the interval [0, 1 ], we may apply the well-known theorem 
of KoROVKIN [5] and verify the uniform convergence for the test functions 
1, t and t2. 
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By straightforward computation on using (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6), we can 
easily derive the following: 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11)) 1 B("·"'l(t2· x) = [x2(n+,x) (n+,x-1)£("-l (A) n ' n2£;:'l(A) n-2 
+ x{nL;:')(A)- 2A(n + ,x) L;:'_V)(A)} + A2 L~"'_+22l(A)J 
From (2.2), B~·"'l(t; x)=x+O( ~)uniformly in [0, 1] and using (2.3) and 
(2.2) we have V 
B~·"'l(t2; x) =x2 ( 1 + 0 ( V~)) 
+ x ( ~ - 2A · 0 ( V~)) 
+ ~0(1)=x2+o(Jn). 
uniformly in [0, 1]. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. The Operator S~ (A real) 
Let H.(u) denote the Hermite polynomials of degree v given by the 
formula 
(3.1) H.(u) = [v/21 ( -1)k (2u)•-2k 
v! k~o k! (v-2k)! 
Then it is known that 
(3.2) 
From (3.1) we see immediately that for any real A, ( -1)"H2.(iA) :;;;.0, and 
it is easily seen that 
(3.3) ~ ( - 1)k H 2k(iA) (nx)k = enx cosh (2A. Vnx). 
k=O (2k)! 
For A.= 0, (3.3) reduces to the identity 
Setting 
" _ -na: v- ( -1)k H2k(iA) k (3.4) <Xnk(x)- e sech 2A nx . (2k)! (nx) 
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we define the operator s~ by 
(3.5) 
for functions f(t) for which the right side of (3.5) converges. It will follow 
from the proof of our Theorem 2 that S~ is well defined when f(t) is of 
exponential growth. 
We observe from (3.1) and (3.3) that 
(3.6) 
00 
(3. 7) S~(l; x) = L cx~k(x) = 1. 
k~O 
and that for A.=O, S~ reduces to the Szasz operator [9]. 
We now formulate the following theorems. 
Theorem 2. Let f(x) be defined on [0, =) and let A>O, {3>0, be 
such that 
(3.8) [f(x)[ <;Ae11"' O<;x<= 
If f(x) is continuous at x=~, then 
(3.9) lim S!(f; ~)=f(~). 
n-->-oo 
If further f(x) is continuous in [a, b], O<;a<b<= then the convergence is 
uniform in a<~< b. 
Theorem 3. Let f(x) be defined on [0, =) and satisfy (3.8). If for 
some~> 0, /'(~) exists then 
(3.10) lim Vn[S~(f; ~)-f(;)]=A.V~ f'(~). 
,__,. 00 
Remark. For A.=O, Theorem 3 includes Theorem 5 of Szasz [9]. 
If/"(~) exists for some~> 0, then by a similar analysis one can show that 
For A=O, this reduces to the statement of Theorem 6 of Szasz [9], which 
is a Voronovskaja-type of result [LORENTZ [6] p. 22]. 
For the proof we shall require the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2. For all real A., and n, k=O, 1, 2, ... , we have 
(3.12) 
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Proof. Since from {3.1), 
Hzk(i).) k (2).)2k-2• 
(2k)! = .~0 v! (2k- 2v)! 
and since sech 2).Vnx < 1 for all real ). the lemma follows. 
Lemma 3. (Hardy [2]) Suppose u>O, O<b<l. Then 
(3.13) 
Lemma 4. For ). real, n > 1, we have 
(3.14) S~((t-x; x)=Al/~ ·tanh 2). Vnx. rn . 
(8.15) S~((t-x)2; x) = ().2 + 1)x + ;.JIXVx_ tanh 2).Vnx. 
n 2n n 
On differentiating the identity (3.3) with respect to x we get (3.14) after 
easy manipulation. Differentiating (3.3) twice, we get (3.15) after straight-
forward simplification. 
Lemma 5. For x;;;.O, and for any fixed b>O, we have 
(3.I6) un(x) = ~ ~X~k(x) etlkln= O(n-l) 
l<k/n)-o:l>6 
uniformly in O.;;;x.;;;b<oo. 
Proof. If x;;;.b, let 'YJ be a positive number to be specified later. 
By lemma 2, 
( nx ePin • e2ii.i!vk)k 
Un(x) <::, ~ e-nx 1 = ! + ~ + ~ 
l<k/n)-o:!>6 k. _k<;;k1 k1<k<no:-n6 k>no:+n6 
where k1 is so chosen that exp ~;1l <VI +rJ· 
Let now exp /!_ < VI+ 17 • Then for n > n1, we have 
n1 
~2 + ~s < e-nx ~ {nx(1 +rJ)}k 
l<k/nl-o:l>6 k! 
< eno:" • e-no:<l+'l> • ~ 
lk- no:(l +'1>1 >no:(l +'I>"' 
b-rJX 
where b' = x(I + 7]) and for sufficiently small17, 
(nx(1 + 17))k 
k! 
O<b' < 1. 
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Using now Lemma 3, we get 
Lz + La= e'"'17 • 0 ( exp { - ~ 0'2 nx( I + 17)}) 
= 0 (exp {- ~nx(o'2 (I+n)-3n) }) . 
It is obvious from Lemma 3 that Ll = o(n -!) as n-+ oo. Thus an(x) = 
=o(n-t) for x > o. 
If 0.;;; x < o, x = ()o, 0.;;; () < I then for sufficiently large n, 
an(x) = L o( k(x) ef3k/n 
k>nx+nll 
( nx( I + 17) )k 
k! 
-nx (nx(I + 1]))M+l I _ 
< e M! M -nx(I +n) ' M -[nx+no] 
c.!.!..___ e-noo(eno8(I+n))M __ I__ 
""" V M M no(I-817) 
since M! ,.._, V2:n:M (Me-l)M. 
Thus 
01 nil (()(I +n))nll(l+Ol 
an(x) < -----= · e I () . 
nVn + 
It is easy to see that for O.;;;().;;;I, 
(_() )1+8 I 
I+() <4 
so for sufficiently small 17 we have 
0 ( )no 
an(x) < n3~2 i = o(n-!) as n-+ oo. 
For O.;;;x<;b<oo, the estimates used above hold uniformly so that (3.I2) 
holds uniformly. This completes the proof of lemma 4. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2 
Since S~(f; 0) = f(O) for all n, we may assume ~> 0. 
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Given e>O, let O<Cl<,; be such that 1/(x)-j(,;)l <e for lx-,;1 .-;;;CJ. Then 
ISn(f;,;)-/(,;)1 < k~ox!.kmjt(~) -tmj 
.-;;;; e ! x!.k(,;) 
l<k/nl-ol~d 
+ {A+ 1/(~)1} ! eilk/n x!kW · 
l<k/n)-~i>d 
which by (3.6), and (3.16) is less than 2e for large n. 
The uniform convergence on a compact subset of the real half line is 
a consequence of uniform continuity and the remark in lemma 4. 
Proof of Theorem 3. It follows from the hypothesis that 
(4.1) J(t)- !W = (t- ,;) f'(,;) + (t- ,;) c/> (t) 
where cp(t)--+ 0 as t--+ ,;. Given e>o, let O<Cl<,; be such that lc/>(t)l <e 
for lt-,;1 <Cl. We obviously have for all t, 
l(t-,;)cp(t)I<Aleil1 for some A1>0. 
Applying the operator S! to (4.1) we have 
S!(f; ,;)-j(,;)-f'(,;) S!(t-,;; ,;)=S!((t-,;)cf>(t); ,;) · 
(4.2) = ! + ! x~(,;) (~ - ,; ) c/> (~) . l<k/nl-<l~cl l<k/n)-~1>6 n n 
Now 
<e { k~O x!k(~) (~- ,; rr 
.-;;;eO(n-l) from (3.15). 
Also using (4.1) and lemma 5, we see that 
(4.4) a2.-;;;A1 ! eilklnx!kW=o(n-i) 
l<k/nJ-el>cl 
From (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) and from (3.14), the theorem follows immediately. 
5. Related Summability Method 
Just as the Euler summation method is closely connected to the Bern-
stein polynomials, so the operator B~· a>(j; x) suggests a corresponding 
summability method. For O<r< 1, A..-;;; 0, x > -1, let the triangular matrix 
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(bnk) be defined by 
(5.1) 
( n+£X) 
b - b (1 ) - k+£X Ll<>) (A) k(l )n-k 0 k nk = nk 11., £X, r - L~"'>(A.) k r r - r , < < n 
=0, k > n. 
We shall say that a sequence {Sk} is E(A., £X, r) - summable to a if 
n 
lim ! bnkSk=CJ 
n--+oo k=O 
In particular E(O, £X, r)=E(r) is the Euler summation method. 
In order to prove that E(A., £X, r) methods are regular, it is enough to 
show on using the Silverman-Toeplitz theorem, that bnk=o(l) for fixed 
k as n-'HJo. Since from (2.6), A. being < O,L~a>(A.);;;. (n!£X) we have from (5.1) 
This proves the regularity of E(A., £X, r) methods. 
We formulate the following 
Theorem 4. The E(A., £X, r) methods sum the geometric series 
1 + z + z2 + . . . to -1 1 in the disc I ! - 1 + z I < ! . 
-z r r 
"' 1 "' Proof. Set tn(z) = k~o bnk(l +z+z2 + ... +zk) = l-z- z k~o bnk zk. 
By an easy computation, one verifies that 
D">( A.z ) 
_ _ _ 1 _ _ n "' 1-r + rz 
tn(z)- (1 z) z(l r+rz) L~"'>(A.) 
~ince L~">(A.)= ~! Jl (A.-A.t"'>), we obtain 
tn(z) = (l-z)-1 -Znn(z) 
where 
Now if II- (1-z)rl < 1 then for small enough e>O, and any ls.l <ewe have 
II- (1-z)(r+s.)l < 1 ~s 
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Putting 
- rJ.~n> + 1.'.1 1.'.1 ( 1-r) 
e.- ;.~nJ + 1.'.1 - r= ~nJ + l.'.l ' 
we see from (2.7) and (2.8) that for v;;;.n* and n large enough e. can be 
made as small as we wish. 
Also, for all v, l<fo~m> (z)l.;;; 1 + 11-zl. Thus 
lnn(z)l.;;; (1+11-zl)n%. (1-e)n-n% = (1-e)n c~~~~zlt* 
=o(1) as n-+ oo, 
Therefore n~ tn(z) = 1 ~/or 11-(1-z)ri<L 
Similarly a summability method analogous to the Borel. transformation 
can be introduced on the basis of (3.4). It is then easy.to verify that this 
yields a regular transformation which sums the geometric series to (1-z)-1 
in the complex half plane Re z< 1. 
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